Alycore® delivers unparalleled results in the world of PUNCTURE, CUT, NEEDLE AND ABRASION RESISTANCE

Cowhide Drivers with Alycore® palm
This premium-grade grain cowhide leather drivers glove is designed to provide extreme hypodermic needle protection and cut resistance due to Alycore® reinforcements on the bottom of the hand. These gloves also feature a keystone thumb and are sewn with aramid fiber.

Cut Resistant with Alycore® palm
This seamless glove is designed to provide extreme hypodermic needle protection and cut resistance due to Alycore® reinforcements on the palm. These gloves also feature a 10-gauge Aralene® shell which is an enhanced aramid fiber that provides both cut resistance and heat resistance. The shell is enhanced by orange etched rubber palm dipped.

Mechanics Style with Alycore® palm
This mechanics style glove is designed to provide extreme hypodermic needle protection and cut resistance due to Alycore® reinforcements on the palm. They feature premium-grade grain goatskin on the palm and back of the hand with a padded double palm and TPU impact protection on the back of the fingers.